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ABSTRACT 
The analysis of censored and polytomous data i s discussed. The model 
considered i s a mult ivariate one with several variables observable in 
censored form whereas the others in polytomous form. The maximum likelihood 
estimates of the parameter in the model with one censored and one polytomous 
var iable are obtained by the Fletcher-Powell algorithm, together with the i r 
standard e r rors obtained from the information matrix. Based on a Monte 
Carlo study, the behaviour of the estimates in d i f fe rent s i tua t ions i s 
studied. When the number of random variables in the model i s large, the 
maximum likelihood estimates are computationally tedious to f ind. Thus, a 
more e f f i c i e n t method, the pa r t i t i on maximum likelihood method, i s applied. 
Final ly , a two-stage corre la t ion s t ructure analysis i s discussed. In the 
f i r s t stage, the pa r t i t i on maximum likelihood estimates of the correlat ions 
among the censored and polytomous variables are obtained. Then, in the 
second stage, the s t ructure of the correlat ion matrix i s studied by the 
generalized leas t squares method. 
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In c lass ica l multivariate, analysis, data are required to be 
mult ivariate normally d is t r ibu ted . In pract ice, v iola t ion of th i s 
d i s t r ibu t iona l assumption i s commonly due to unavailable data of the 
sui table form, or the design of questionnaire, e tc . For example, in real 
l i f e s i tua t ions , the observed data are usually not continuous. Especially 
in the behavioral sciences, data are often recorded in dichotomous or 
polytomous forms. A typical example i s the f ive-point scale in 
questionnaire that shows a t t i t ude on scales l ike 
(1) strongly agree 
(2) agree 
(3) no comment 
(4) disagree 
(5) strongly disagree 
Here an observable polytomous variable corresponds to an underlying 
continuous variable . 
In analyzing th i s type of data, applying standard s t a t i s t i c a l 
techniques on continuous data may lead to erroneous conclusions. For 
example, Olsson (1979a) showed that when applied the factor analysis on 
polytomous data might resu l t in biased estimates of the correlat ions, which 
then led to incorrect number of factors and biased estimates of the factor 
loadings. Hence, i t i s necessary to develop s t a t i s t i c a l techniques to deal 
with polytomous data. A development was given by Olsson (1979b). 
Another type of data considered here i s the censored data, for which 
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data behind a pre-assigned value i s uncertain but i s de f in i t e ly greater than 
the pre-assigned value. Note that the censoring point in l a t e r chapters 
r e f e r s to that value. We consider a sample of size n, which consists of r 
continuous observations, and that the remaining (n-r) observations are 
uncertain, but are known to be greater than the censoring point. Again, 
standard s t a t i s t i c a l techniques on continuous data are not sui table for 
analyzing such kind of data. 
In prac t ice , censored and polytomous data can be encountered 
simultaneously. For example, pa t ients of the same uncured disease are given 
the same amount of a drug. They are then asked to respond to the same 
statement, "Do they fee l be t te r a f t e r taking the drug?". They have to 
choose one from the following three categories ： (1) Better (2) No 
difference (3) Worse. After cer ta in time, we observe that some pat ients 
responded to the f i r s t statement have died while the others are s t i l l a l ive. 
In t h i s case, the length of l i f e of the pat ients i s a censored observation, 
whereas the response to the f i r s t statement i s a polytomous observation. 
Although analysis of these two types of data separately have been developed, 
they cannot be applicable in th i s s i tua t ion . Hence, i t i s necessary to 
develop methods for analyzing censored and polytomous data simultaneously. 
The main purpose of t h i s thesis i s to provide basic theories for 
analysis of censored and polytomous data. In chapter 2, a multivariate 
normal model which involves both censored and polytomous variables i s 
discussed. A method to estimate the unknown parameters for the model with 
one censored and one polytomous variable i s developed. A simulation i s 
conducted for the model of one censored and one polytomous variable. Based 
on the Monte Carlo studies, the behaviour of the estimates and the e f fec t of 
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the censoring point on the estimates are discussed. Then, the method i s 
generalized to handle several variables. One d i rec t generalization i s to 
use the f u l l maximum likelihood method, which involves up to r-dimensional 
in tegra l s with r equal to the to ta l number of variables . However, in order 
to reduce heavy computational e f fo r t , the pa r t i t i on maximum likelihood (PML) 
method similar to that proposed by Poon & Lee (1987) i s considered、. Details 
of t h i s method wil l be discussd in §2.4.2. Asymptotic propert ies of the 
estimates wi l l be derived. 
When the estimates in the multivariate normal model with censored and 
polytomous var iables and the i r asymptotic d i s t r ibu t ion are available, 
fu r ther s t a t i s t i c a l analyses are possible. For example, i t i s possible to 
apply the technique of s t ruc tura l equation modelling to study the s tructure 
in a covariance matrix, 2 = S(0). In fac t , many we11-developed s t a t i s t i c a l 
techniques such as regression analysis, ANOVA and factor analysis can be 
considered as special cases of s t ruc tura l equation modelling. 
In t h i s thes i s , the model with both censored and polytomous variables 
i s considered. When the model contains polytomous variables only, the 
maximum likelihood estimation of the multivariate polychoric correlat ion 
coef f i c i en t s i s developed by Poon & Lee (1987). Later, Lee, Poon & Bentler 
(1990a,b) developed a f u l l maximum likelihood method and a three-stage 
estimation procedure for covariance structure analysis with polytomous 
var iables . On the other hand, when there are only censored variables, Poon 
& Lee (1990) has developed a two-stage procedure for analysis of censored 
data. In t h i s thes is , we wil l deal with a two-stage correlat ion structure 
analysis which wi l l be presented in Chapter 3. In the f i r s t stage, unknown 
parameters in the correla t ion matrix, R and some other parameters are 
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estimated without imposing any s tructure on R, whereas in the second stage, 
the s t ruc tu ra l parameter vector, <9, i s estimated via the generalized least 
squares method with an appropriate weight matrix given in stage one. 
Asymptotic proper t ies for fur ther inference wil l also be studied. 
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Chapter 2 
Estimation of Corre la t ion between Censored and Polytomous Variables 
A mul t iva r ia te model with censored and polytomous var iab les i s studied 
in t h i s chapter . A discuss ion of the model i s given in Section 1. The 
parameters include, the means and standard deviat ions of the、 censored 
va r i ab les , thresholds of the polytomous var iables and the cor re la t ions 
between va r i ab le s . In Section 2, a special case of the model i s considered 
with only one censored and one polytomous var iable . In t h i s case, the 
t r a d i t i o n Maximum Likelihood (ML) procedure i s employed to estimate the 
parameters. Based on the simulation study in Section 3, the e f f e c t of 
censoring poin ts on the est imates wi l l be discussed. Then, the 
genera l i za t ion of the method to handle several var iab les i s discussed in 
Section 4. The d i r ec t Maximum Likelihood method i s addressed and the 
P a r t i t i o n Maximum Likelihood (PML) procedure, wi l l be used to reduce heavy 
computational e f f o r t s . The asymptotic proper t ies of the p a r t i t i o n maximum 
l ikel ihood est imates are a lso derived. 
§2.1 Model 
Consider two l a t en t continuous random vectors, X and Y, of dimensions p 
and q respec t ive ly . I t i s assumed that the d i s t r i bu t i on of (X* ,Y* ) ' i s 
mul t ivar ia te normal with mean vector 11=(11 ' ,u f ) ' of dimension r=p+q and 
— —x Ly 
covariance matrix Z of dimension r x r , where 
f Z S V 
2 = XX xy 




and u i s the mean vector of X of dimension p, 
—x • ； — , ： 
u i s the mean vector of Y of dimension q, 





 the covariance matrix of X of dimension p x p, 
S
x y
 i s t h e
 covariance matrix of X and Y of dimension p x q, 
S
yy
 i s t h e c o v a r
i a n c e matrix of Y of dimension q x q. 
Suppose that X and Y cannot be observed d i rec t ly . Instead a censored 
random vector W of dimension p and a polytomous random vector Z of dimension 
q are observed, which carry information about X and Y respectively. 
Let \j = (wt ,w y ； X = (X X )’• 
一 i i i , , ip ' , - i i i , , i P J » 
and Z = (Z , . . . ,Z )
9 ； y = (Y v V 
- i i i’ ， i q , ' i-i 口 i i , • • • , Y i q J ‘ 
where i = 1 , . . . ,N i s the subject index, and N i s the sample 
s ize . 
The re la t ionship of Xt and W ； Y and Z are given by 
— i — i 一 i —i ° J 
( X i f X < c , 
W = |
 i J
 “ J 
“ I c 
J i f X
i j ^ ’ 
Z, = k ( l ) i f a Y < a ， (2.1) 
il l,k(l) il l,k(l)+l , 、 丄 』 
for i = 1 , . . . ,N , 
j = 1, • ” 
1 = 1 , … , q , 
k( l ) = l , . . . , m ( l ) , 
where m(l) i s the to ta l number of categories corresponding to 
Z, with a, = -oo and a ,、 = +co for a l l 1 = 1 , . . . ,q. 
1 1,1 1,01(1)+1 , ’、 
Here the censoring point for each censored variable, c , i s assumed to 
be known. So W resembles a continuous random vector except that the data 
behind the censoring points are uncertain but are def in i te ly greater than 
c • For the la ten t variables Y, we le t u = 0 and diagonal of Z = 1. j - -y 一 yy 
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This assumption i s necessary to ident i fy the model and wil l be Jus t i f i ed in 
Section 2 .4 .1 . Let g be a s x 1 parameter vector consist ing of the mean 
vector of the censored var iables , the thresholds of the polytomous 
var iab les , a = | 众 “ 乂 • • •，《lra⑴,1=1,...,q V and the lower t r iangular 
elements of S excluding the diagonal elements of S • 
yy 
In the next sect ion, a method wil l be provided to estimate the unknown 
parameter vector g given a random sample of a censored and a polytomous 





 Maximum likelihood estimation between a censored and a polytomous 
var iable 
§2.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
Consider the model corresponding to one censored variable W and one 
polytomous var iable Z with the underlying (X,Y) d i s t r ibu t ion 
r / \ t 2 、*v ’ 
fi <r pc 
N = N[ u ; Z1 ]• 
0 per 1 一 1 1 
.V / \ 厂 J • 
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In t h i s special c a s e ,色 wi l l be the vector that contains the unknown 
parameters including the corre la t ion between X and Y, p, the mean and 
standard deviat ion of W, /i and <r, the thresholds of Z, a = (a , . . . , a ) , , 
— 2 m 
where m i s the number of categories of Z. That i s ,玲= (p , j i , < r , a , . . . ,a ) ' . 
一 2 m 
Let (w^,z^) be a random sample of size N, i = 1 , . . . ,N. Assume within the 
sample, there are \ observations for which W are uncensored, and n^ of 
these observations have the corresponding Z = k, k = 1 m. Similarly, 
for the remaining (N-N ) censored observations, there are g observations 
X k 
with the corresponding Z = k, k = l , . . . , m . Let m^ represents the i t h 
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uncensored observation with the corresponding Z = k, and c be the censoring 
point of W. I t can be shown that the negative log likelihood function i s 
given by 
n 
i=l i=N +1 
1 
i ? (w -fi)
2 
where F, (3) = i log(27i(r
2
) + 














) - 〜 ,w i ;p,ji,<r) I 
. r fn \ 
F ,(3) = _ log, a ； 0 , R + $ (a ； 0 , 1 ) 
2, i — 2 cr z — 1 1 z +1 、 v i / i 
are respectively the likelihood function corresponding to N 
l 
uncensored and (N-^) censored observations, 
r . . : -i ( a-—(b-u) ， 
X p * cr 
H4 = ^ and $ (a,b;p,/i,<r) = $ ；0,1 




 ‘ (1-p ) • 
* 
where $ i (a ;0 ,1 ) i s the univariate standard normal d is t r ibut ion 
function evaluated at a, and 






 \R x \ -
1 / 2
 d y ^ . 
J
 -co -oo 
Then the function to be minimized i s 
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m n, r , 、2 
• 1 r ^ 【w,,-卩） 
L =
N i l o g " J Y ^ L “ 
k=l i=l ^ 
m n 
" Z Z
 l o g
{ - < ( w , … ( T ) } 










(2 .2 ) 
The maximum l ikel ihood estimate of ^ i s the vector that maximizes the 
log- l ikel ihood funct ion, or equivalently, minimizes (2.2). 
§2.2.2 Optimization Procedure 
A 
Since 色 cannot be solved a lgebracia l ly in closed form, some i t e r a t i ve 
optimization procedure i s required to approach the solution. As seen from 
(2.2) , i t s second der iva t ive would be very complicated to be expressed in 
ana ly t ica l form. So, the Fletcher-Powell algorithm i s used as i t requires 
only the f i r s t der iva t ive of the function. According to Luenberger(1984), 
the basic procedure i s summarized as below. 
( i ) I n i t i a l i z e j = 0. H。 be any symmetric posi t ive de f in i t e matrix. 
& = (p o , f i o ,< r o , a 2 o , , . . . a ^ ) ' be the s t a r t ing value of g. 
( i i ) Set u = -H v t where v, i s the gradient vector of the function 
一 J J—J 一 J 
evaluated a t 色】• 
( i i i ) Find t^ tha t minimizes f (£ j+t ju ), where f ( . ) i s the function to be 
minimized. 
(iv) Set /5 = 13 + T u , f ind v . 
-J+i -J j-J 一 J+i 
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(v) Set 5 J + 1 = VJ^-Vj and update H^ by Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno 
(BFGS) formula, i . e . 
' 5 ' H 5 ) p p， p 5'H + H 5 
H = H + 1 + IzJ -J-J _ -J-J J J-J^J 
J+i J S\p • P \ d t d ^ 
l 一 J—J ) -J-J - j - j 
where £ j = H 
Set j = j+1. Repeat steps ( i i ) - (v) unt i l the root mean square of 
gradient i s less than a pre-assigned value, say e. Then the /3 in the las t 
—J 
i t e ra t ion becomes our f ina l estimate. 
To apply the Fletcher-Powell algorithm in minimizing (2.2), the 
s ta r t ing value of p, n and <r can be obtained from the sample correlation, 
mean and standard deviation based on the given sample (W^Z^, i = 1 n. 








 I ^ f j where n* i s the number of data with Z = h, 
for k == 1 , . . . 
H。is set to be the ident i ty matrix. Also, the formulas for the gradient 
vector are 
a
, 、 P _ i ( w , ,-111) • a p - i ( w - u ) 
^ „ lc+l (T ki r * f 、 k^ <T ki • *, 、 
A m n ： 0 ( a ,w : p , u . c r ) 6 ( a ,w :p . i i . c r j 
SL_ X ( l - p
2
)
3 / 2 1 k i
 ( i - p
2
)
3 / 2 、 k ^ P M 
d P
 k l l T^l < ( « k + 1 ， -
m <t> a ； 0 , R ) 一 <t> a ； 0 , R ) 
cr k+l l ^2 cr ' k l 
g 
k
 $ (HIM a ; o , R ) + $ ( a ； 0 , 1 ) - $ ; 0 ,R ) - $ ( a ； 0 , 1 ) 
k = l 2 <r k -
r




* ( a-^(b-fi) v 
where <f> (a ,b;p,f i , (r)=中 ; o , l 
1
 1 ‘ h 2、1/2,, , 
V (1-p ) 乂 ， 
〜 ( a ; 0 , l ) i s the univar ia te standard normal densi ty function 
evaluated a t a, and 
= (270^1^ I -
1 / 2
 e -
( 1 / 2 )
^
R
i ^ evaluated a t y = ( a , b ) , . 
血 in n , 
些 • ： 产 ( w k i - M > 
^ L L ~ J ~ 
k=l i=l 
y A 务 》 严 _ } 
fci T i i $ i ( a k + i ' w k i ; p ^ » < r ) - ^ ^ k ^ k i 1 ^ ^ ^ 
J!； 5 V V ^ 0 , 1 ) j < ( a k + 1,c;P，M，cr) - $;Ca k ,c;p,M,(r)-
- y g [ 
k
 V 孕 々 W + W + 1 ; o ’ i ) _ V 〒 , a k + 1 ; w - 伙 ； 0 , 1 ) 
^ m n , 2 
d L \ A 一 f f ( Wki ' f Z ) 
3<r ~ <r / / 3~~ 




M ) ( * • V 
H 《 ( 〜 + 一 ！ ^ … , 0 0 - 々 W P ' w ) 
m ^ ^ ( ^ - , 0 , 1 ) I $*(a k + i ,c;p,fi ,<r) - c;p,jLi,<r) | 
^
 g
k $ ； 0 , R ) + $ ( a ； 0 , 1 ) 一 $ a ； 0 , R ) - $ ( a ； 0 , 1 ) 
k=l 2 <T k 1 1 k+1 2 <T k+1 - 1 1 k 
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If h = k; k = 2 m, then 
• n * 
aL _ ；P,fx,cr) 
da ~ / Z "“ 
h ―^' f 2、1/2 * f m \ 






 - } 
一 y k ' y . 々 W m ; ” , 。 0 、 
I * 2 1/2
 r
 * * \ 
i = i (1-p ) ^ $ (a ,w ;p,u,<r) - $ (a w • o n rrl I 
\
 1
 k (k-l)i …。, 1、k-l , WOc-l)i , P , / I , ( r J J 
C-jLL _ 









 ' / 
k
 V ^ V W
 +




) - V孕 ,〜+ 1丨2,〜）_ 啊 0 , 1 ) 
W , I ) { H i ( U ； 0 , 1 ) } 
V ^ i ^ v r ' W +、(《k;o,i) - V 罕 , a k ; W - 〜 ( v p 0 , 1 ) . 
e lse 
•睾… 
^ = 0 doc u. 
h 
八 
When t he f ina l estimate 色 i s obtained, the information matrix i s 
approximated by 
1 r ^ f ) [ W V 
N ) 
L g^ a/3 




where f ^ g ) i s the log-density evaluated at the i
t h 
F , O) i f w. i s uncensored. 
r 1» 1 — i 
observation, and f (g) = J 
F O) i f w i s censored. 
1 1 
§2.2.3 An I l l u s t r a t i v e Example 
Based on the Fletcher-Powell algorithm, a computer program writ ten in 
Fortran with double precision has been implemented to obtain the ML 
estimates. By t h i s a r t i f i c i a l example, we b r i e f ly discuss the convergence 
ra te of the algorithm and the asymptotic property of the estimates. 
Bivariate normal var ia tes with sample size N=300 are generated by a 
subroutine wri t ten in Fortran with similar algorithm as subroutine RNMVN in 
IMSL (see IMSL Library, 1975). The mean and covariance matrix of the 
population are given by 
/ O n r 1.0 0.0 N 
tx = and Z = 
"“ ^ 0 ^ ^ 0 . 0 1 . 0 厂 
Then the censored and polytomous observations are created via (2.1) with 
thresholds (a ,a 3 ) = (-0.5, 0.5) and the censoring point, c=l.0, which 
corresponds to 15.87% censoring observations in the population. Based on 
/v 
the wri t ten program, the ML estimate, g of the unknown parameter, g = 
(p,fi,<r,a ,a )' i s obtained. The root mean square of gradients i s taken as 
the convergence c r i t e r ion and we stop when the root mean square i s less than 
a pre-assigned value, say e = 0.0005. The convergence summary i s given in 
Table 1(a). The program converges in six i te ra t ions . Besides the ML 
estimate, the program also give the standard error of the estimate which i s 
13 
given in Table 1(b). 
In f a c t , we can use | and standard error of se(3) , to make inference 
on Let \ be the i
t




i . 、、 
where /3 i s the t rue value of B , 
iO • i * 
and "=k=z" means converges in d i s t r i bu t ion . 
h -is 
Thus to t e s t H : /3 =卩，we use the s t a t i s t i c 1 ？ 0 
0 1 iO 广 、 
s e ( l 3 ) . 
1 
F 6 r
 i =(卩广浮2,玲3» 俘 4 , = (p, M, a 2 , a 3 ) , , the p-value of each t e s t 
i s given in Table 1(b). Note that in a l l cases, H ： fi = fi i s not 
o i ' iO 
re jec ted a t s i gn i f i can t level , say a = 0.05. For the case of p, since H : p 
o 
= 0 i s not re jec ted , we conclude that the two var iables are independent, 
which agrees to the population. 
In f a c t , 100 se t of data with the above d i s t r ibu t ion i s generated and 
for each se t of data, the unknown parameter vector, g i s estimated. For 
each set of est imate, the above t e s t i s performed at 0,05 s ign i f ican t level , 
with the r e su l t summarized in table 1(c). At t h i s s ign i f i can t level , we 
would expect 5 out of 100 t e s t s wi l l r e jec t H〇，which i s greater than the 
observed value in our sample. Thus, our t e s t s are r e l i ab l e . 
§2.3 Simulation Study 
The ML estimate of 色 i s obtained by Fletcher-Powell algorithm. To 
study the nature of the estimates in d i f f e ren t s i tua t ion , Monte Carlo 
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s tudies have been performed. By varying the sample size, the censoring 
point and the number and true value of the parameters, the performance of 
the estimates are discussed. 
The study i s based on simulating data from a b ivar ia te normal 
d i s t r i bu t ion . Here three populations are considered. 
(a) Asymmetric d i s t r ibu t ion with two thresholds. 
f
 2





^ 0 ‘ ^ 0.56 1 ) 
a = (-co, -2 .0 , 0.5, +co) 
(b)i Symmetric d i s t r ibu t ion with two thresholds. 
^ = f E = f ^ 1 
^ 0 ^ ^ 0.64 1. J 
a = (-co, -0 .5 , 0.5, +co) 
(b ) i i Symmetric d i s t r ibu t ion with four thresholds. 
H = f
 2





L 0 y A 0.56 1 ^ 
a = (-co, -1 .5’ -0.5, 0.5, 1.5, +«)• 
Bivariate normal var ia tes were generated by a subroutine writ ten in 
Fortran with similar algorithm as subroutine RNMVN in IMSL (see IMSL 
Library, 1975). Then the censored and polytomous observations were created 
via (2.1). In order to study the ef fec t of the censoring point on the 
estimates, d i f fe ren t censoring points were used with the corresponding 
censored proportions in the population given in brackets of table 2. Also 
the sample size varied from N = 50, 70, 100 to 300. For each set of values, 
15 
generation of data and estimation of parameters were repeated 100 times and 
the root mean square of gradients i s taken as the convergence c r i te r ion . 
The i t e r a t i on stops when the root mean square i s smaller than a pre-assigned 
value, say e = 0.0005. The simulation resu l t s are given in Table 2(a), 
2(b) i and 2 (b ) i i corresponding to the population presented above. The 
parameter vector includes the correlat ion between censored and polytomous 
var iable , the mean and standard deviation of the censored variable, and the 
threshold values of the polytomous variable, i . e . = (p,|i,<r,a , • • • ,a ), • 
— 2 ' m " 
For each parameter, the table gives the following s t a t i s t i c s . 
(1) The mean of the estimates 
100 
k=l 
where jS^k) i s the estimate of the i
t h
 element of 色 in the k t h 
rep l ica t ion . 
(2) The root-mean-squared error of the estimates (RMS) 
100 
r
 a r—« f 八 \2 \1/2 
’
 =
{ 1 ¾ [ V
k )
: V } 
、 k=l , 
where i s the true value of the i element of the parameter 
vector. 
(3) The average of estimated standard error of the estimates 
100 
S.E、= standard error of )3,(10. 
k=l 
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⑷ T h e sample standard deviation of the estimates 
1 0 0 
k = l • 
(5) The r a t i o of the sample standard deviation to the average of estimated 
standard error of the estimates. 
S.D. 
R = i 
1
 S7E7 • 
i 
In tu i t ive ly , i f the estimate of standard error i s acceptable, we 
would expect S.D、 to be close to S .E . " so that Rj would be close 
to 1. 
From the tables , we observed that 
⑴ In most s i tua t ions , the mean of the estimates are close to the true 
values. 
(2) In most s i tua t ions , RMS are small. 
(3) When the censoring point, c, or the sample size, N,. increases, 
(a) the mean of the estimates become closer to the true values. 
(b) RMS decreases. 
Cc) the r a t i o would be improved in the case of symmetric d is t r ibut ion . 
Roughly speaking, the r a t i o i s acceptable i f i t f a l l s in the range 
[0.8, 1.2], and i s be t te r i f i t i s closer to 1. In th i s case, the 
estimates for the standard errors are acceptable. 
(4) When the sample size increases, for the asymmetric d is t r ibut ion 
considered, the r a t io would be improved. The ra t io i s acceptable when 
N = 300, even when the censoring proportion i s large (50%). The ra t io 
i s fur ther improved as the censoring point increases as well. 
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(5) As the number of parameters increases, the method does not lose 
e f f i c i ency . This i s shown in Table 2b ( i i ) , when there are more 
parameters, the behaviour of the estimates i s nearly the same as that 
in Table 2b( i ) for the same sample s ize . 
(6) The method i s good for symmetric d i s t r i bu t ion even i f the sample size 
i s small, say. N = 50. For asymmetric d i s t r ibu t ion , we need a much 
larger sample s ize , say N = 300. 
§2.4 Extended to Several Variables 
§2.4.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
Now, we general ize the method in the previous subsections to handle the 
mul t ivar ia te case with p censored and q polytomous var iables . Suppose we 
have a s ize N random sample of the censored and polytomous var iables , given 
by 
D = [ w (1), . . . w f p ) , ^ ( l ) , . . . , k (q) j , 
—i i i i i 
where i i s the subject index from 1 to N, 
w^(j) are the corresponding censored data for j = l , . . . , p , 
k (1) are the corresponding polytomous data for 1=1,…q. 
For each censored var iable , the observation can be censored or 
uncensored, hence there are maximal 2
P
 d i f f e ren t censoring pa t te rns . Let T 
^ 2 be the t o t a l number of d i s t i n c t censoring pat terns of our sample. If 
the i observation belongs to pa t te rn j , j = l , . . . , T , then , 
w t
( J )
 = (w，（1), •. • ,w. (p)) 
一 i i i 
f (j) (j)、 
= ( ¾ ， 、 ） 
where u
( J >
 = (w (d ) , . . . , w (d )) and v,
(J
) = ( c
( J }
 , . . . , c
( J )
) , 






= P a r e t h e v e c t o r s
 containing the uncensored and censored 
observations. 
Thus Dt = ] " { ) , 《 、 ( 1 ) , . . . , 1 ^ ) ] ’ 
L * • 
As in §2.1, the d i s t r ibu t ion of the la tent vector ( X , ) , i s 
yx yy 
Pa r t i t i on X into U and V, such that U contains the uncensored observations 
and V contains the censored observations. 
广 X 、 / U 、 f r pi n f S 2 E 、 ’ 
— ~" —u uu uv uy 
That i s , = V = N- fi , Z z Z 
~~ —v vu w vy 
人Y J 、 Y 广 、/1 厂八S S Z J 
一 —
 v
 ~y yu yv yy 乂 ， 
( U x f , p 、 2 、1 一 _ —« uu u (vy) 
- [ ^ ] = ^ f ^ l , 2 ‘ -
、、Y “ “ fl “ (vy)u (vy) (vy)厂 一 、 — y ' . 
Then the conditional d i s t r ibu t ion of .Y' ) ； given U = u i s 
f ( fl \ X 
N、 " v + S,、Z ' 1 (u-n ), S I 
^ Ji J (vy)u uu — 一 u (vy) (vy).u I 
一 y » 
where Z = Z -S Z “ 1! 
(vy)(vy).u (vy)(vy) (vy)u uu u(vy). 
th r v
1 / 2 
Let be the m row of S / 、 and diag(S ) denotes the 
—m (vy)u L (vy) (vy). u 
diagonal matrix with (m,m)
th
 diagonal element equal to (cr S
 1
 r )
 1 / 2
, 
“ mm •—m uu —m 
where cr i s the m
th
 diagonal element of Z, -
mm (vy) (vy). 
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「 i ' 1 / 2 r r v 、 f 从、 、 
Then diag(Z ) J 一 一 一 v • • -i , 、 
_ L 1 t Y J u=u l 〜 J _ suu ( H - 。 } i s 
d i s t r i bu t ed as N(0,R )’ 
一 2 
「 - J - l /2 p 1 - 1 / 2 
where R = diag(S w 、 ） S, diag(S ) 
2
 L (vy)(vy).u J (vy) (vy) .u
 6
 (vy) (vy).u . 
Let T = T = +00 . 
l f l , i 1 , 1,2,1 , 
T ^ . - C T = +00 ； 
〜 ， 1 “ 〜 , e ,2, i 
T = a T = a •  
<Sj+l,l,i l , k i ( l ) , e^+1,2,1 1 ,1^(1)+1 , 
T = a T = a 
ej+q,l,i q,ki(q) , e +q,2,i q.k^(q)+l • 
Let ？ , 、 
w (1),..^w, (p),kt ( 1 ) , . ( q ) 
1 i i i 
= P r C W ^ ^ (1) W =wt (p), Z =kt ( 1 ) , . . . , Z =k (q)) be the probabi l i ty of 
1 1 p 1 1 i q i ‘ 
the i
t h
observa t ion , then 
、v»i (1),.. •、(p) ,k i ( 1 ) , … ( q ) 
=Pr (V = v :
J )
, Z, = k ( 1 ) , . . . , Z : (q) I U = u
( J )
) f ( u
( J )
) 
一 一 1 1 I q 1 1 一 一 i 一 i 
where f i s the p robab i l i ty densi ty function of U evaluated a t i/”， 
— —i 
which i s , in t h i s case, the d -dimensional mult ivar ia te normal densi ty 
funct ion. 
I t can be shown that 
£ 
、 ( 1 ) , •. •、(p),ki(1),•..,ki(q) 
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1 1
 e 广 
r - 「 2 J n(a) 
= ( - 1 )
J
 h . . . V ( - l )
a = 1
 0 d ( H i
( j )
) 
n(l)=0 n(e +q)=0 』 
x ^ \ T - U T'Z " ^ u - u )1 (<r - r ' s " 1 r ) ' 1 / 2 .n R 
«j
+
<l\- ••’ L 〜-m uu - ^u _ 1 mm -m uu V , • • • ;2’只2 
where u i s the m
th
 element of (g, ’fx')’，m=l,...,e +q, 
ui —y y J 
and W • •〜丝,S) i s the dis t r ibut ion function of evaluated 
at the point (a a )• 
1 n 
Hence the likelihood function i s given by 
N 
, W ⑴"",W (p),k, (1) k, (q). ( 2 . 3 ) 
1 — 1 1 1 1 1 
For the part of polytomous variables, le t us consider the transformation 
* -i * 峯 
X
 = D +
 E
 f o r
 any vector ji and any nonsingular diagonal 
matrix D with diagonal elements ^ > 0 , i=l,…，q. 
0 0 • 1 1 • 
Now we have E(Y ) = n and cov(Y ) = D 2 D = Z - - 一 yy 
I t can be shown that 
$ (a , . . . ,a ；n ) = $ (a a*;fi*,Z*), 
q l q —y yy q 1 q — 
* -1 * 
where a = d (a -u ) + u . 
i ii i 
Hence the model i s not ident if ied for the case of polytomous variables. To 
tackle th i s problem, we r e s t r i c t fx = 0 and diagonal element of Z = 1. 
• —y — yy 
Thus the d is t r ibut ion we considered here becomes u = (u ,0) ' and 





E = where R is the correlation matrix of Y. As a 
Z R
 y y
 一 、 yx yy 7 , 
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r e s u l t , the unknown parameter vector y includes, the elements of the 
lower t r i angu la r elements of E excluding the diagonals of R which are 
yy 
equal to 1, o;, and the thresholds a = (a , . . . , a where a = 
一 -1 -q 一 i 
( a
i , 2 , " 。 a i , m ⑴ ) ， f o r 1 = 1,...,q. That i s , r = The maximum 
likel ihood est imate of y, r , i s the vector that maximizes (2.3) or 
equivalent ly minimizes the negative log-likelihood function, i . e . 
N 
L(r) = -> log ？ 
一 La ⑴ (p),kt (1),. ..,k (q) 
i=l
 1 1 1 1 
Under mild r egu la r i t y condit ions, the ML estimate, r , of y i s known to be 
( i ) consis tent and e f f i c i e n t , 
( i i ) asymptotically mul t ivar ia te normal with mean y and cov(y) = r"
1
 where r 
i s the information matrix. 
For the above model, i f we apply c lass ica l maximum likelihood 
procedure, we need to evaluate up to r-dimensional in tegra ls , which requires 
a great deal of time and e f f o r t . In order to reduce the heavy computational 
time and e f f o r t , the Pa r t i t i on Maximum Likelihood (PML) procedure similar to 
the one proposed by Poon and Lee (1987) i s employed. I t wi l l be discussed 
in de t a i l in the following sect ion. 
§2.4.2 Pa r t i t i on Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
The main idea of t h i s method i s to divide the r-dimensional model into 
rC 2 b iva r i a t e submodels so that the tedious computation of high dimension 
in t eg ra l s i s replaced by single and double in tegra ls . As two types of data 
are involved in the model, we have three types of submodels. They are 
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(1) censored-censored pa i r , 
⑵ censored-polytomous pa i r , and 
(3) polytomous-polytomous pa i r . 
For each submodel, we have d i f f e r en t l ikelihood function and 
parameters, which wi l l be discussed below. In §2.4.3, the j o in t asymptotic 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of the est imates are shown to be mul t ivar ia te normal. 
(1) Censored-censored pa i r 






 w i t h a
 <
 b
» a , b = l , . . . , p and the underlying d i s t r i bu t i on 
f*/ \ f V If 
H I (T CT I - _ 
Na aa ab _ 
=N fi , 2 
,, _ —ab ab • 
li <T (T - -
b
 J
 ,、 ba bb 乂 J 
L e t
 I i , a b
 b e t h e v e c t o r
 tha t contain the unknown parameters including the 




(wi (a) wi (b)) , i = 1 . . . ,N, there are four possible censoring pa t te rns , say 
(U,U), (U,C), (C,U), (C,C) where stands for uncensored and ' s t a n d s 
fo r censored. Let n fa(t) be the number of observations corresponding to 
censoring type t in our sample, t = 1 , . . . , 4 . I t can be shown that the 
negative log l ikel ihood funct ion i s given by 
L = L (r ) 
l , a b l , a b —l,ab 
11:(1) 
ab 
= - ) l o g 0 (w (a),w (b);/i Z ) 
/ a 2 j j —ab ab 
J = 1 
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g ¢, (w (a);fi ,<r ) + log $ (-C ； - M Tcr ) \ 乙 、 1 J a aa 。 1 b,卜b.w (a), bb.a f 




一 〉 I log ¢. ( w i ( b ) ^K ' ( r KK ) + l Q g ^ ( - c ； "H ,cr ) \ 
Z—. L
 1
 J b bb 1 a ^a.w (b), aa.b 
j = l J 
n u (4 ) 
ab 
- I log $ 2 ( -C a , - C b ; -M a b丨S a b ) (2.4) 
J = i 
where 〜 . 〜 ⑷ , ^ b； ^ ( a ) ' a r e respect ively the conditional 
mean and variance of W given W = w (b) ； W given W = w (a) 
a b j b a j ' 
^(aj^x,^) and ^^ajfi.cr) are respect ively the univar ia te normal 
densi ty and d i s t r i bu t i on function with mean > and variance cr evaluated 
a t a, and 
2^(a’b;已’S) and $2(a,b;^，S) are respect ively the b ivar ia te normal 
densi ty and d i s t r i bu t i on function with mean fi and covariance matrix S 
evaluated a t ( a , b ) , . 
(2) Censored-polytomous pair 
Consider another b ivar ia te submodel corresponding to one censored 
var iable W and one polytomous variable Z , c = l , . . . , p , d = 1 , . . . , q with 
c d ‘ 
the underlying d i s t r i bu t i on 
r r. t / \ 
u <r p / (r r i 
N
 c c c c d / c c
 = N n , Z 
0 p / V 1 L "
c d c d
 J . 
J , \ dcV cc
 J J 
Let y be the vector that contain the unknown parameter including the 
—2,cd ~ 
cor re la t ion of W and Z , p , mean and variance of W , u and <r , the 
c d cd c c cc 
thresholds of Z , a = (a , . . . , a t、），• Then the negative log 
d —d d,2 df m(d) … 
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likelihood function i s given by the same formula as in (2.2). 
⑶ Polytomous-polytomous pair 
Consider the bivar ia te submodel corresponding to a pair of polytomous 
variables (Z e ,Z f), e < f , e , f = 1 •••,q, with the underlying dis t r ibut ion 
"f 0 V f 1 p ” r . 
N
 e f
 = N 0, R 




 , ^ f e 乂 J 
Then the unknown parameter vector r contains the polychoric correlation, 
p , and the thresholds, a , = (a , . . . , a ) and oc , 二 





f > m ( f ) ) - The negative log likelihood function i s given by 
N 
L




e , k ( e ) + 1 ,
 a
f , k ( f ) + 1 ; V 
i=l
 1 
- $ ( a , a ； 0 , R ) 
2 e^^e j+ l ' 1,1^((), e€ 
-$2(ae,ki(e)' a f , V r ) + l V ^ R e f ) 
+ V
a
e , k i ⑷ , i R e f ) } ( 2 . 5 ) 
r i P -j 
where R =
 e 
e f . L p 1 
§2.4.3 Optimization Procedure 
As mentioned in Section §2.2.2, since the minimum of the negative 
log-likelihood function cannot be solved algebraically in closed form, some 
i t e ra t ive optimization procedure i s used. 
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For the par t of censored-censored pai r , a program wri t ten in Fortran 
with double precis ion, which based on the Fisher Scoring algorithm, has been 
implemented (see Poon & Lee, 1990). In using th i s algorithm, only the f i r s t 
der iva t ive of the function i s needed. For each (a,b) pai r with the sample 
( v ^ a ) , (b)) , a < b, a ,b = 1 , . . . , p, the basic procedure i s summarized 
below. 
( i ) I n i t i a l i z e j = 0 . 玎 K^  . ) be the Fisher Information matrix 
IM 1,0 —1, • 
evaluated a t the y , the s t a r t ing value of r . 
—i»o 
( i i ) Set Ay = -C K;
1
 ) L ( 八 ） 
- 1
» J i» J »J J - i , j 
where ^ i s the step size parameter which takes the f i r s t value in 
the sequence | 1 , 臺 , p • • • J " that reduces (2.4), 
jr K (y ) i s the Fisher Information matrix at the j 
N i»J - i , J 
• dL 
i t e r a t i on , and L (y ) = i s the gradient vector. 
i - l , j dy r = r  & 
- l - l - l , j 
( i i i ) Find ^ in the sequence that minimize (2.4). 
(iv) Set r = r + Ay 
~i,J+i - i , J - i , J. 
Set j=j+l . Repeat steps ( i i ) - (iv) un t i l the root mean square of 
gradient Is l ess than a pre-assigned value, say e = 0.0005. Then the y 
一 l, j 
in the l a s t i t e r a t i on i s the f i na l estimate of r . denoted by r 
—1,ab —l,ab 
To apply Fisher Scoring algorithm, the s t a r t ing values of p,芒，S can 
be the sample corre la t ion, sample mean and the sample covariance matrix 
based on the given sample. Also, the formulas for the gradient vectors can 
be found in Poon and Lee, 1990. 
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When the f i n a l estimate J 、 i s obtained, the information matrix i s 
一 1 » a b 
approximated by 苻 ^  as 反 \ a b ) converges in probabi l i ty to 
the information matrix. Unlike Fletcher Powell algorithm, we simultaneously 
get the estimate of parameters and information matrix in the l a s t i t e ra t ion . 
For the par t of censored-polytomous pai r , (W Z ), the f i na l estimate 
c, d 
A 
y and the approximation of the information matrix, r i s obtained via 
一 2 » c d 2,cd 
the Fletcher Powell algorithm, which has been discussed in §2.2.2. 
For the par t of polytomous-polytomous pai r , the Fisher Scoring 
algorithm discussed above i s used. A computer program wri t ten in Fortran 
with double precis ion has been implemented to minimize (2.5) (see e .g . , Poon 
& Lee, 1987). The convergence c r i t e r ion i s the same as above. The s t a r t ing 
values of p i s the sample corre la t ion based on the sample (k^ (e) ,k i ( f ) ) , e < 
f , e , f = 1, . " , q , i = 1 , . . . ,N; and the s t a r t ing values of thresholds, 
u
 * 
/ Sn n • 
a = $ “ ~~^― where n i s the number of data with k (e)=h, 
e,u+l 1 k N J e,h i 
for u = l , . " , m ( e ) - l , and 
u
 * 
r Sn n • 
a = $ “
1 1
 i/ where n i s the number of data with k. (f )=h, 
f,u+i 1 、 N 乂 r,h i 
for u = 1 , . . . ,m ( f ) - 1 . 
Also, the formula for the gradients can be found in Poon & Lee, (1987). 
A 
When the f i n a l estimate r i s obtained, the approximation of the 
—3,ef 
information matrix i s given by 玎 K ir^ J obtained in the l a s t i t e ra t ion 
1« OI J " "O, Cx 
of the Fisher Scoring algorithm. 
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§2 .4 .4 Main Asymptotic r e s u l t s 
The parameter vector r i s estimated via the p a r t i t i o n maximum 
l ike l ihood procedure discussed in the previous sect ion. In t h i s sect ion, we 
proceed to f ind the asymptotic proper t ies of the est imates, which are given 





 a n d
 be the ML estimate and true value of y 
I’at> — l , a b , o i - i ,ab 
respec t ive ly . Then, under mild r egu la r i ty conditions, 
n 1 / 2 ( 、 a k ) — l r (y ) y V i / 2 〜 让 
一 l ’ a b -l,ab,o 1 l,ab -l,ab,o f „ 
、  J dy r 
—l,ab —l,ab —l,ab,o 
where L^  劝 i s the l ikel ihood funct ion given by (2.4) , 
T w ) i s the information matrix for y evaluated at 
:1, ab —l,abj o —i,ab 
一 1 , a b , o , 
.p 
and "• >•• means converges in probabi l i ty . 
Simi lar ly , 
4 /v „ ( 、-1 9L 
. . 1 / 2 、 P . f . I ..-1/2 2,cd 
N Cr ' 一 y ) > -{T (r ) > N 
—2,cd —2,cd,o I 2,cd —2,cd,o I _ 、 ) dy y =¾‘ 一 2 , c d —2, cd 一 2 , c d , o 
U - / ) _ L - > ( r (r ) y V
1 / 2
^ £ 
-3,ef -3,ef,o I 3,ef -3,ef,o J _ 
—3,ef -3,ef —3,ef,o 
where L and L are respect ively the l ikelihood function given by 
2tcd 3,eF 
(2.2) and (2 .5) , J and 广 ； r ^(r , ) and 
—2, cd, o —3,ef ,o 2, cd —2, cd, o 
T (r ) are respect ively the true values and information 




, a . aL (y ) 
pf : Since i s the ML estimate of y , so U b - i , a b —一一。. 
1 , a b dy — 
- l , ab 
( 2 . 6 ) 
Expand (2.6) by mean-value theorem, we obtain 
dL Ar, K ) aL g 2 L ( / ) 
“ + ^ ~ — ( r , K - w ) 
dr dr y =¾‘ av 一 l , a b — l , a b , o 
(2.7) 
* . . A 
where ^ l i e s between r and r . 
-1» ab - l , a b , o - l , a b 




( y - r ) = - I N "
1 1 > a b
 -
1 > a b
 V N一1/2 1 > a b 
"
1 , a b
 I ar
 2
 / ar 
一 l » a b - 1 , a b y =^ 
—l,ab —l,ab, o. 
八 p * A 
Since r > y and r . ^ l i e s between r and y , 
一 l , ab - 1 , a b , o - 1 , ab - 1 , ab - 1 , ab , o 
* p 
thus r > y 
一 1., ab —1, ab , o . 
By law of large number, 




a b 々 b _r ( r ) 
a r
2
 l . a b A a b r = r , 
一 l , a b —l,ab —l,ab,o 
r a / i a b a / ^ ^ i 
where 厂 (¾‘ ) = E-l — — [ i s the Fisher information 
1 , a b -“ ab I dy dy J 
一 1, ab —1, ab 
matrix, with f i s the log-density function of the (a,b) 
1, ab 





(y - r )
 p
 > / r ) r v "
2 




 ) ar y ^ 
一 l , a b — l , ab —l,ab,o 
and the proof i s complete. 
I t follows s imi la r argument for the case of y and y 
- 2 , c d ~ 3 , e f ' 
Theorem 2.2 : Normality of the Partition Estimates 
For our model, we have p (p - l ) / 2 censored-censored submodels, pq 
censored-polytomous submodels and q (q - l ) / 2 polytomous-polytomous submodels. 
^ - f
 a L
i , ; 2 w ” P 气 ; i 5 L 2 , ; q s l 3 , ; 2 乩 3 , “ q r 





 - l , ( p - l ) p ^2 ,11 ^ 2 , p q ^ 3 , 1 2 (q- l )q ^ • 
八 「 m 
Then N
1 / 2





， y . _ _ 
where ^ i s the t rue value of y , 
Q i s the covariance matrix of N"
1 / 2 
^ 3¾‘ y=r , 
B i s an appropriate diagonal block matrix, and 
means converges in d i s t r ibu t ion . 
N 
. d L • 町 i 
pf : Since ^ - = ) 
dr L  d l 
df f df , df ‘ df ' df , 
. . h r r r i - 1 ,12 ,1
 J
l , ( p - l ) p , i
 J
2 , l l , i
 J
2,pq’i 
dr~ 一 ‘ "dr , . • • , ~dr ~ , » 
- I - 1 , 1 2 (p-l)p - 2 , 11 - 2 , p q 
30 
df。 ' af , v 
" a i … ， 一 — (2 .8 ) 
-3,12 -3, (q-l)q • 
a n d f
i , j k , i ’
 a n d a r e
 respect ively the log—density 
funct ion of the ( j k )
t h
 censored-censored pa i r , censored-polytomous 
a/ 





Since are i . i‘d. , i = 1 , . . . . and E( g ^ ) = o. 
So by Central Limit Theorem, 
x r l / 2 dL L X J n ^ 1 
N -=- — N 0’ n ro Q'j 
dy =^¾‘ - y , i^-yJ 
— — 一 O L J 
where Q i s the covariance matrix of N~
1/2 告 which can be 
d]L ItZQ 
approximated by ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
i = l 一 一 一 
By Theorem 2.1, 
N
1 / 2
( i - r h ) 仏 ( r 
—l,ab —l,ab,o I l,ab —l,ab,o j 0 
v J oy y =y 
—l,ab —l,ab —l,ab, o 
n 1 / 2 (
^ , ) / r ( r 
一 2 , c d -2,cd,o I 2,cd -2,cd,o | 0 
v J dy r 
—2, cd ^2, cd —2, cd, o 
N
1 / 2
(； r ) f r (r 
-3,ef —3, ef -3, ef, o 
Thus 
！ , . 1 / 2 ^ 、 P 、 --1...-1/2 dL 、 /o m、 
N ( r - r ) - — > B (N ) (2.10) 
— o dr y=r 
—o 
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where B = ^ ,11^2 ,11 ,0
3 
r^ (r ) 
2 , p q 一 2 , p q , o 
0
 r (y ) 
- 3,12 ~3,12,o 
r (v ) 
3 , (q-l)q -3, (q-l)q,o」 
By (2,9) and (2.10), 
N
1 / 2
( r - r ) 上 N「0 ,B-、B' 1 
— 0 一 r 
Note that there are some duplicate elements in y, such as the 
thresholds a, the mean and standard deviation of the censored variables [l 
a n d S
x x .
 S o t o o b t a i n t h e
 overall estimates of the d i s t inc t parameters in r , 
we have to average over a l l duplicate estimates. 
Let Sr = where S i s an appropriate constant matrix, s . t . /3 
contains the weight average of a l l the PML parameter estimates. 
A f" _ 
Then N
1 / 2





一 L 一 y j ， 
where /3 = Sy i s the true value of B . 
—0 —0 — 
Now, we have shown that the PML estimate i s jo in t ly multivariate 
normal. This r e su l t i s useful for fur ther s t a t i s t i c a l inference on One 
possible d i rec t ion i s to perform covariance s tructure analysis, that i s , to 
study the s t ruc ture in the covariance matrix, Z = Z(G). In par t icu la r , 
cor re la t ion s t ruc ture analysis , which deals with the correlat ion matrix wil l 
be presented in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
An applicat ion — Correlation Structure Analysis 
In the previous chapter, the. pa r t i t i on maximum likelihood estimate of 
the parameters in a model with censored and polytomous data i s discussed. 
In t h i s chapter, the corre la t ion structure analysis with censored and 
polytomous data, which i s developed to study the s t ructure in the 
corre la t ion matrix ’ wil l be studied. As mentioned in §2.4.1’ in order to 
iden t i fy the model, we l e t n = 0 and diagonal of S = 1. Thus, we can 
一 y yy 
only consider corre la t ion s t ructure analysis. The main theme of th i s 
chapter i s to develop basic theories for correlat ion structure analysis of 
these types of data, which involves two stages. In the f i r s t stage, the 
corre la t ions between censored and polytomous data are obtained via the 
pa r t i t i on maximum likelihood procedure. An appropriate weight matrix i s 
also obtained at t h i s stage. Then, the weight matrix i s used in the second 
stage to estimate the s t ruc tura l parameter vector 9 in Z(e) via the 
generalized leas t square approach. Asymptotic d is t r ibut ion of the estimate 
of the s t ructure parameters and goodness-of-fit t es t to access the adequacy 
of the model wi l l be also presented. 
§3.1 Model 
Consider two la tent continuous random vectors, X and Y of dimensions p 
and q respectively. I t i s assumed that the jo int d is t r ibut ion of (X',Y') ' 
i s mult ivariate normal with mean (u ' , 0 ' ) ' and covariance matrix 
—x — 
I s x x Sx ) 
Z =
 x x y







Let D = diag(Z) which is a diagonal matrix with the ( i , i )
t h
 diagonal element 
equals that of S. 
Then D
 1 / 2
Z D
 1 / 2
 = R is the corresponding correlation matrix. 
Now, consider the correlation structure, 
f R R ) 
R = R(9 ) =
 x x x y 
—O 
/ R R , 
、 yx yy ' 
where 0^ is a s x 1 unknown structural parameter vector. Also, we 
assume that R(0) is identified, that is R(e ) = R(e ) implies 0 = 6 . 
一 一 1 — 2 r — 1 — 2 
Suppose that X = (X . . . . ,X and Y = (Y,".’Y)’ are unobservable. 
一
 1
 P 一 1 q 
Instead, we observe two vectors W = (W ,. . . ,W )' and Z = (Z Z ), which 
一
 1
 P - 1 q 
are the corresponding censored and polytomous observations. The 
relationship of X and W; Y and Z are given by 
,Xj if Xj < Cj , 
W : =Vv . : . … : : v . 
J
 c if X ^ c , 、 J J j 
Z = k(l) if a , ^ Y < a , 
1 l,k(l) 1 l,k(l)+l 
for j = l , … 
1=1,.••,q, 
k ( l )= l , . . . ,m( l ) , 
where c is the censoring point for the j censored variable, 
and m(l) is the number of categories of the 1
t h
 polytomous 
variable with thresholds I a , . . . , a , ,,、. }• and a 
I 1,1 l,m(l)+l J 1,1 
-co, a = +co. 
l,m(l)+l 
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§3.2 Two-stage Estimation Procedure 
Suppose we have a s ize N random sample of censored and polytomous data, 
given by 
D
i = w j l ) , ••.’_),、(1),…,k^q) 
where i = 1,.；.,N i s the subject index, 
w j j ) i s the i
t h
 observation of the j
t h
 censored var iable and 
k j l ) I s the ? observation of the 1
t h
 polytomous var iable . 
The bas ic idea of the two-stage procedure i s , in the f i r s t stage, to 
p a r t i t i o n the mul t ivar ia te model into C submodels, where r=p+q i s the 
r 2 I" i 
t o t a l dimension of var iab les . Then the estimates of cor re la t ion are 
obtained from each submodel via the p a r t i t i on maximum likelihood procedure 
discussed in Chapter 2, with no s t ruc ture imposed on the cor re la t ion matrix 
R. Also, an appropriate weight matrix wi l l be given, which i s used in the 
next stage to obtain the general l eas t squares estimate of the s t ruc tu ra l 
parameter 0^ in R(0 ). The procedure i s discussed b r i e f l y in the following 
two sec t ions . 
§3 .2 .1 Stage 1 
As discussed in §2.4.2, the weight average of a l l the PML estimate of 
the unknown parameters are obtained. The parameter vector includes the 
r 




i , j = l , . . . p i ^ , i = p + l , . . . , p + q , j = l , . . . , p ; p ^ , ! , j = p + l , . . . , p + q , i > j | , the 
mean of the censored var iab les , u , and the thresholds of the polytomous 
一 X 
var iab le , a = ( a
,
, . . . ’ a , ) , where a = (a , . . . , a , , 、 ） ’ ， j = l , . . . , q . 一 一 i - q —J J»2 J,m( j) 
That i s y = ( tr' , u  f t a' ), . Since we are considering the cor re la t ion 一 — — x — 
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s t ruc ture analysis , we use an appropriate select ion matrix, T, to get the 
estimates of covariance or correla t ion. That i s , 
A A 
T r - 2 ; . 
Now, we proceed to f ind the asymptotic d i s t r ibu t ion of 
By Theorem 2.2 of §2.4.4, 
N (<r - <r ) = N 0, TB Q B T’ 
一 L 一 r J, 
where 二 。 = T 、 i s the true value of o;, Q i s the covariance matrix 
一 0 
-. .-1/2 5L , _ 
o f N q^ 村 and B i s the block matrix. 
———o 
Let £ =、PJJ , J=l* • - . , (p+q), i>j | be the vector consisting of the lower 
t r iangular elements of R, which can be considered as a function of <r. Thus, 
under mild requla r i ty conditions, we can apply Delta Theorem to obtain the 
asymptpotic d i s t r ibu t ion of p. That i s , 
N
1 / 2
(p - P ) i N「0, a 
一 L 一 P J» 
where p^ i s the true value of p , and 
f  aE v -i 一 i ( a £ i 
n = T B Q B T' 
p {  dEl J 1 I )• 
§3.2.2 Stage 2 
The s t ruc tura l parameter vector 0 that determines R(0 ) i s estimated 
—o —o 
by minimizing the generalized least square (GLS) function 
Q(e) = [ P - p ( e ) y w"1 [ p - p(e) ], (3.1) 
where W i s a posi t ive def in i t e matrix which converges in probabil i ty to 
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n • p 
A 
Let 9 be the GLS estimate of 9^ that minimizes Q(e). As derived in 
A 
Ferguson (1958), 9 has the following nice asymptotic propert ies . 
A 
(1) 9 i s consis tent . That i s , 6 - ~ > e • 
~ 一 —o 
(2) The asymptotic d i s t r ibu t ion of N
1 / 2
(e-8 ) i s multivariate normal with 
一 一 o “ “ ‘ ‘ 
mean 0 and covariance matrix 
r
 ap(e) > I ( dpio))‘ 
—w — 
、dQ dQ 0 = 9 . 
—
 7 x 一 ？ - —o 
A 
(3) The asymptotic d i s t r ibu t ion of NQ(G) i s chi-squared with degree of 
freedom ) 一 s, where r=p+q. 
Based on the above resu l t s , s t a t i s t i c a l inference can be performed. We can 
八 
( i ) use the asymptotic d i s t r ibu t ion of G to t e s t for various hypothesis of 
0 or, 
—o 
( i i ) use the asymptotic d i s t r ibu t ion of NQ(0) to t es t for the 
goodness-of-f i t of the model, R=R(e ). 
—o 
§3.3 Optimization Procedure 
In stage 1, the estimates of correlat ions are obtained by Scoring 
algorithm for the censored-censored submodel, polytomous-polytomous 
submodel, and Fletcher-Powell algorithm for the censored-polytomous 
submodel. Detai ls can be found in §2.4.3. 
A 
In stage 2, the generalized least squares estimate 0 of 0 i s given by 
the s x 1 vector which minimizes the GLS function, Q(0). Similar as 
before, the minimization of GLS function cannot be solved analyt ical ly in 
closed form, and thus, Gauss-Newton algorithm (see, Lee & Jennrich (1979)) 
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i s used. I t s basic procedure i s given below. 
S e t 厶 e = -C v(e)" 1 Q(0) — — 
where C i s the s tep-s ize parameter and 
• 9Q(e) 





=2 — W'1 [ p - p(0) ], and 
^ ae ‘ 一 一 一 
r dp s 4 f dp ^ 
v(e) = 二 vr1 二 
~ ^ ae J ^ ae J . 
The root mean squares of gradients, Q(0) i s used as the convergent 
c r i t e r i on . 
dp 
Note that 一 i s d i f fe ren t for each model, since i t completely depends 
ae 
— dp 
on the actual s t ructure of the model. Hence, the expression ——is not 
ae 
presented here. 
In order to obtain the expressions for Y(0) and Q(0), we s t i l l need to 
P 
get the weight matrix, W. As W > so we can use as an 
approximation of W. As given in previous section, 
( 5 P v . ’ (  dE \ 
n = T B Q B T' 
P [ d^ ) r I ¥ J 
where T i s an appropriate selection matrix, 
B i s the block matrix, and 
Q i s the covariance matrix of N
 1 / 2
 ~ 
r or • 
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Thus we need to f ind consistent estimate of B and Q^ to compute W. A 
consistent estimate of each diagonal block matrix in B i s the estimated 
information matrix obtained in the i t e r a t ive procedure for the corresponding 
submodel. On the other hand, a consistent estimate of Q , i s given by 
0 
a 么 么 ， . 
y N / ay ay =^¾‘, 
—— mmm 
1=1 
where f^ i s given in (2.8). 
Thus 
八 A 
( dP A A A / 9P N 
…
=




 r ^ 
P I so； j r { d z 
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Conclusion 
In t h i s thes i s , the analysis of censored and polytomous data i s 
discussed. The model considered i s a multivariate normal model with some 
component var iables observable in censored form whereas the others 
observable in polytomus form. The method to find maximum likelihood 
estimate of parameters, which include the mean and standard deviation of the 
censored var iable , the correlat ion between the two variables and the 
threshold values, i s developed. Based on Monte Carlo study, we observe that 
the estimates are very accurate in most s i tua t ions . When the sample size i s 
large enough, say N = 300, the estimates of parameters and the i r standard 
error are very accurate. I t i s ref lected by the value of the estimate and 
the r a t i o of the sample standard deviation to the average of the estimate of 
standard e r ror . When the sample size i s small, say N = 50, the method i s 
good for symmetric d i s t r ibu t ion . This i s reasonable as the number of data 
f a l l within asymmetric thresholds i s small so that estimates based on small 
number of data i s not so accurate. On the other hand, when the censoring 
proportion decreases, the data car r ies more information and thus the 
estimates become more accurate. 
In prac t ice , when the number of random variables in the model 
increases, the maxmium likelihood estimate will be computationally tedious 
to f ind. Thus, pa r t i t i on maximum likelihood (PML) estimate i s used which 
reduces the r-dimensional in tegrals to bivariate integrals , with r equal to 
the number of random variables in the model. Also, i t has been shown that 
the PML estimate i s asymptotically jo in t ly multivariate normal. This resul t 
i s pa r t i cu l a r ly useful for fur ther s t a t i s t i c a l inference. For example, i t 
i s used to f ind the weight matrix to be used in the two-stage correlat ion 
40 
s t ruc ture analysis , which i s developed to study the s t ructure in the 
cor re la t ion model R(0). In the f i r s t stage, the estimates are obtained via 
the p a r t i t i on maximum likelihood method, and an appropriate weight matrix i s 
given. In the second stage, the generalized least squares method can be 
used to estimate the s t ruc tura l parameter. 
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Table 1(a) 
Convergence summary of Fletcher-Powell algorithm 
.(Number of data = 300) 
(Censoring point = 1 .0 ( 15 . 87%) ) 
1 P F (
i
)
 P P <r a a — ： ！: 2 a 3 、 g r m s 
0 1.66870 -0.04486 -0.08348 0.51290 -0.44871 0.57260 0.12890 
1 1.66714 -0.05637 ^0.00139 1.28530 -0.45062 0.57126 0.08196 
2 6 5 2 7 8
 -0.06472 0.00448 1.01922 -0.45022 0.57220 0.03098 
3
 ^
6 5 1 4 4
 -0.06712 -0.01002 0.95179 -0.44891 0.57298 0.01669 
4
 ^65106 -0.06589 -0,00916 0.97517 -0.44901 0.57303 0.00188 
5
 1.65105 -0.06585 -0.00941 0.97278 -0.44893 0.57315 0.00011 
6
 1.65105 -0.06582 -0.00940 0.97265 -0.44887 0.57321 0.00002 
A 
= the negative log-likelihood function evaluated at and 
grms = root mean square of gradient. 
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Table 1(b) 
Summary of p—value for t e s t H : B = 8 vs H • g * ft 
0 1 10 1
 1
 1 1^0 
(Number of data = 300) 
(Censoring point =1.0 (15.87%)) 
True value estimate standard error p-value 
P 0.0 -0.06582 0.06756 0.32992 
卩 0 . 0 -0.00940 0.05830 0.87195 
<r 1.0 0.97265 0.04368 0.53124 
a 2 -0 .5 -0.44887 0.07546 0.49806 
a 3 0.5 0.57321 0.07741 0.34428 
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Table 1(c) 
Summary of 100 t e s t s on H : |3 = fi vs H : /3 ^ B 
. . • o 1 10 1 ' 1
 H
io 
(Number of data = 300) 










Simulation re su l t s based on asymmetric dis t r ibut ion with two thresholds 
(Number of data = 50) 




 P 0.3960 0.4589 0.1869 0.1867 0.1776 0.9512 
(50%) fx 2.0000 1.9636 0.2172 0.2430 0.2160 0.8888 
<r 1.4142 1.3757 0.2057 0.2470 0.2038 0.8252 
a
2 —2.0000 -1.9025 0.2340 0.4223 0.2146 0.5081 
a
3 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 5 4 9 9 0 . 1 9 2 3 0.1916 0 . 1 8 7 2 0.9772 
3
- ° P 0.3960 0.4305 0.1697 0.1757 0.1675 0.9533 
(23.89%) fx 2.0000 1.9984 0.1753 0.2145 0.1767 0.8240 
<r 1.4142 1.4132 0.1573 0.1916 0.1585 0.8273 
«2 -2.0000 -1.9106 0.2259 0.4201 0.2091 0.4977 
a 3 0.5000 0.5479 0.1948 0.1920 0.1903 0.9910 
4.0 p 0.3960 0.4273 0.1595 0.1718 0.1577 0.9179 
(7.9%) fi 2.0000 2.0040 0.1727 0.2115 0.1740 0.8229 
cr 1.4142 1.4224 0.1386 0.1684 0.1395 0.8282 
a 2 -2.0000 -1.9141 0.2236 0.4211 0.2081 0.4941 
a 3 0.5000 0.5443 0.1954 0.1921 0.1918 0.9986 
5.0 p 0.3960 0.4269 0.1604 0.1724 0.1587 0.9204 
(1.7%) n 2.0000 1.9984 0.1696 0.2107 0.1709 0.8111 
cr 1.4142 1.4120 0.1284 0.1626 0.1294 0.7957 
a -2.0000 一 1 . 9 1 5 6 0.2243 0.4217 0.2094 0.4965 
2 
a 0.5000 0.5447 0.1954 0.1923 0.1918 0.9973 
3 
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Table 2(a) (con’t) 
(Number of data = 70) 
Censoring pt True value Mean RMS sT17 S.D. Ratio 
2
' ° P 0.3960 0.4427 0.1346 0.1573 0.1276 0.8113 
(50%) fx 2.0000 2.0012 0.2125 0.2095 0.2149 1.0257 
<r 1 . 4 1 4 2 1 . 3958 0 . 1 8 3 5 0 . 2 1 1 6 0 . 1 8 4 7 0 . 8730 
a
2 -2.0000 -1.9512 0.2226 0.3658 0.2196 0.6003 
« 3 0-5000 0.5355 0.1887 0.1610 0.1875 1.1645 
3 .
0
 P 0.3960 0.4234 0.1226 0.1416 0.1203 0.8498 
(23.89%) fx 2.0000 2.0173 0.1704 0.1803 0.1708 0.9471 
<r 1.4142 1.4133 0.1729 0.1605 0.1741 1.0849 
〜 -2 .0000 -1.9808 0.2317 0.3773 0.2325 0.6161 
a 3 0.5000 0.5229 0.1773 0:1605 0.1770 1.1031 
4.0 p 0.3960 0.4225 0.1144 0.1387 0,1121 0.8082 
(7.9%) fi 2.0000 2.0158 0.1602 0.1769 0.1606 0.9076 
(r 1.4142 1.4141 0.1383 0.1391 0.1378 0.9904 
a 2 -2.0000 -1.9837 0.2296 0.3778 0.2306 0.6104 
a 0.5000 0.5201 0.1786 0.1608 0.1787 1.1112 
5.0 p 0.3960 0.4232 0.1130 0.1384 0.1104 0.7975 
(1.7%) fi 2.0000 2.0119 0.1538 0.1759 0.1545 0.8783 
cr 1.4142 1.4071 0.1276 0.1332 0.1283 0.9635 
a -2.0000 -1.9846 0.2308 0.3777 0.2330 0.6168 
2 
a 0.5000 0.5204 0.1785 0.1608 0.1785 1.1102 
3 
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Table 2(a) (con,t) 
(Number of data = 100) 
Censoring pt True value Mean RMS Q 7 S.D. Ratio 
2 , 0
 P ° '
3 9 6 0
 0.4386 0.1215 0.1250 0.1144 0.9155 
(50%) fx 2.0000 2.0029 0.1763 0.1732 0.1773 1.0235 
(T 1.4142 1.3885 0.1570 0.1689 0.1558 0.9223 
a 2 -2.0000 -2.0321 0.2349 0.3203 0.2341 0.7308 
a
3 ° -
5 0 0 0
 0.5057 0.1407 0.1329 0.1413 1.0634 
3.0 P 0.3960 0.4255 0.1134 0.1160 0.1101 0.9491 
(23.89%) n 2.0000 2.0203 0.1442 0.1488 0.1436 0.9650 
1 . 4142 1 . 4061 0 . 1259 0 . 1 2 9 9 0 . 1 2 6 4 0 . 9 7 2 7 
a
2 - 2 . 0 0 0 0 - 2 . 0 3 8 4 0 . 2 3 5 1 0 . 3196 0 . 2 3 3 2 0 . 7296 
a
3 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 4 1 0 . 1392 0 . 1331 0 . 1 4 0 0 1 . 0533 
4
' ° P 0.3960 0.4211 0.1115 0.1139 0.1096 0.9619 
(7.9%) • 2.0000 2.0160 0.1369 0.1455 0.1370 0.9418 
1 . 4142 1 . 4108 0 . 1 0 5 7 0 . 1 1 3 1 0 . 1 0 6 5 0 . 9 4 1 3 
a
2 - 2 . 0 0 0 0 - 2 . 0 7 1 9 0 . 2419 0 . 3312 0 . 2 3 2 9 0 . 7031 
a
3 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 5 1 4 0 0 . 1349 0 . 1329 0 . 1 3 5 1 1 . 0163 
5 - ° P 0.3960 0.4206 0.1101 0.1136 0.1082 0.9526 
(1.7%) n 2.0000 2.0123 0.1347 0.1446 0.1352 0.9352 
cr 1.4142 1.4036 0.1034 0.1090 0.1037 0.9516 
a 2 -2.0000 -2.0727 0.2434 0.3317 0.2342 0.7060 
a 3 0.5000 0.5143 0.1349 0.1331 0.1352 1.0157 
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Table 2(a) (con,t) 
(Number of data = 300) 
Censoring pt True value Mean RMS s ^ ： S.D. Ratio 
Z
' ° P 0.3960 0.4131 0.0764 0.0761 0.0745 1.0540 
(50%)) 卩 2 . 0 0 0 0 2 . 0 1 1 3 0 . 1 0 2 7 0 . 1 0 0 2 0 . 1 0 2 1 1 . 0 1 9 3 
<r 1:4142 1.4002 0.0918 0.0924 0.0907 0.9818 
a
2 一 2 . 0 0 0 0 -2.0449 0.1898 0.1734 0.1844 1.0633 
a
3 0.5000 0.4897 0.0750 0.0759 0.0743 0.9791 
3
- ° P 0-3960 0.3895 0.0703 0.0656 0.0723 1.0989 
(23.89%) fx 2.0000 2.0150 0.0991 0.0956 0.0977 1.0223 
<r 1.4142 1.4107 0.0821 0.0824 0.0809 0.9823 
a 2 -2.0000 -2.0557 0.1871 0.1737 0.1785 1.0279 
a 3 0.5000 0.4859 0.0690 0.0756 0.0739 0.9777 
4.0 p 0.3960 0.3909 0.0706 0.0640 0.0681 1.0642 
(7.9%) ^ 2.0000 2.0101 0.0953 0.0827 0.0851 1.0289 
<r 1.4142 1.4161 0.0750 0.0628 0.0621 0.9886 
a -2.0000 -2.0557 0.1864 0.1736 0.1778 1.0243 
a 3 0.5000 0.4850 0.0690 0.0757 0.0743 0.9813 
5.0 p 0.3960 0.4085 0.0693 0.0652 0.0682 1.0466 
(1.7%) jli 2.0000 2.0214 0.0900 0.0854 0.0874 1.0238 
<r 1.4142 1.4116 0.0702 0.0718 0.0701 0.9770 
a -2.0000 -2.0452 0.1897 0.1730 0.1842 1.0650 
2 
a 0.5000 0.4897 0.0748 0.0759 0.0741 0.9772 
3 
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Table 2(b) i 
Simulation resu l t s based on symmetric dis t r ibut ion with two thresholds 
(Number of data = 50) 
Censoring pt True value Mean, RMS S .D. Ratio 
0 .
0 0
 P 0.6400 0.6183 0.1218 0.1132 0.0975 0.8612 
(50%) /i 0.0000 -0.0132 0.2085 0.1350 0.1102 0.8162 






000 -0.5221 0.2138 0.1965 0.2138 1.0881 
a
3 0.5000 0.5252 0.1999 0.2044 0.1859 0.9096 
0 .
7 1
 P 0.6400 0.6151 0.0999 0.1104 0.1040 0.9422 
(23.89%) fj. 0.0000 -0.0492 0.1718 0 . 1 3 8 5 0.1578 1.1393 
cr 1.0000 0.9101 0.2443 0.1134 0.0855 0.7540 
a
2 一0.5000 - 0 . 4 7 5 0 0 . 2 1 4 9 0 . 1910 0 . 2172 1 .1372 
a 3 0.5000 0.5326 0.1876 0.1949 0.1957 1.0042 
P 0.6400 0.6222 0.1069 0.1094 0.1030 0.9410 
(7.9%) ji 0.0000 -0.0243 0.1653 0.1416 0.1657 1.1704 
(T 1.0000 0.9542 0.1240 0.1095 0.0897 0.8194 
a 2 -0.5000 -0.4783 0.2187 0.1906 0.2152 1.1287 
a 3 0.5000 0.5241 0.1984 0.1925 0.1971 1.0243 
2.12 p 0,6400 0.6280 0.1046 0.1236 0.1212 0.9809 
(1.7%) n 0.0000 0.0118 0.1675 0.1833 0.2082 1.1359 
cr 1.0000 0.9997 0.1007 0.1884 0.1535 0.8146 
a 一 0 . 5 0 0 0 -0.4822 0.2162 0.1915 0.2131 1.1129 
2 
a 0.5000 0.5181 0.1986 0.1919 0.1991 1.0376 
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Table 2(b) i (con,t) 
Simulation r e su l t s based on symmetric d is t r ibu t ion with two thresholds 
(Number of data = 70) 
Censoring pt True value Mean, RMS s ^ ： S .D. Ratio 
0.0 P 0.6400 0.6348 0.1007 0.0885 0.0860 0.9713 
(50%) ^ 0.0000 -0.0235 0.1472 0.1192 0.1203 1.0088 






000 -0.4878 0.1792 0.1596 0.1801 1.1286 
a
3 0.5000 0.5126 0.1737 0.1604 0.1716 1.0697 
0 .
7 1
 P 0.6400 0.6370 0.0913 0.0885 0.0876 0.8952 
(23.89%) ti 0.0000 -0.0174 0.1282 0.1209 0.1223 1.0116 
<r 1.0000 0.9788 0.1071 0.0930 0.0836 0.8994 
a 2 -0.5000 -0.4882 0.1793 0.1597 0.1798 1.1255 
a 3 0.5000 0.5090 0.1733 0.1598 0.1718 1.0750 
1.41 P 0.6400 0.6360 0.0876 0.0909 0.0913 1.0035 
(7.9%) n 0.0000 -0.0101 0.1240 0.1249 0.1278 1.0232 
<r 1.0000 0.9884 0.0863 0.1079 0.1065 0.9872 
a 2 -0.5000 -0.4893 0.1802 0.1597 0.1790 1.1208 
a 3 0.5000 0.5083 0.1720 0.1595 0.1731 1.0856 
2.12 P 0.6400 0.6418 0.0862 0.0986 0.1007 1.0208 
(1.7%) n 0.0000 0.0044 0.1225 0.1502 0.1391 0.9793 
<r 1.0000 1.0020 0.0829 0.1510 0.1263 0.8364 
a 2 -0.5000 -0.4908 0.1806 0.1600 0.1789 1.1187 
a 0.5000 0.5066 0.1721 0.1595 0.1740 1.0885 
1 3 
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Table 2(b) i (con’t) 
Simulation re su l t s based on symmetric dis t r ibut ion with two threshold, 
(Number of data = 100) 
Censoring pt True value Mean, RMS §7e~ s d R a t i 
— — ！ 
0.0 P 0.6400 0.6241 0.0925 0.0738 0.0779 1.0563 
(50%) ix 0.0000 -0.0021 0.1395 0.0988 0.1147 1.1606 
<r 1.0000 0.9635 0.1126 0.0754 0.0612 0.8108 






0 0.5163 0.1493 0.1335 0.1479 1.1078 
0.71 P 0.6400 0.6266 0.0803 0.0737 0.0786 1.0667 
(23.89%) n 0.0000 -0.0152 0.1222 0.1004 0.1168 1.1629 
<r 1.0000 0.9779 0.0849 0.0764 0.0683 0.8943 
a 2 -0.5000 -0.4877 0.1494 0.1326 0.1496 1.1284 
a
3 0,5000 0.5129 0.1494 0.1330 0.1478 1.1113 
^ -
4 1
 P 0.6400 0.6254 0.0797 0.0757 0.0789 1.0417 
( 7
.
9 ) 卩 0 . 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 0 9 8 0 . 1 1 7 7 0 . 1 0 3 8 0 . 1 2 1 8 1 . 1738 
<r 1.0000 0.9850 0.0718 0.0881 0.0836 0.9491 
a
2 -0.5000 -0.4883 0.1501 0.1326 0.1489 1.1233 
a
3 0 . 5 0 0 0 0.5136 0 . 1 4 8 4 0 . 1330 0 . 1486 1.1172 
2 1 2
 P 0.6400 0.6287 0.0798 0.0826 0.0918 1.1108 
(1.7%) [i 0.0000 0.0021 0.1166 0.1241 0.1396 1.1243 
cr 1.0000 0.9953 0.0712 0.1211 0.1125 0.9291 
a 2 -0.5000 -0.4891 0.1504 0.1327 0.1490 1.1228 
a 3 0.5000 0.5124 0.1488 0.1331 0.1488 1.1181 
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Table 2(b) i (con*t) 
Simulation r e su l t s based on symmetric d i s t r ibu t ion with two thresholds 
(Number of data = 300) 
Censoring pt True value Mean. RMS sTeT S.D. Ratio 
P 0.6400 0.6319 0.0469 0.0416 0.0376 0.9049 
(50%) fi 0;0000 -0.0090 0.0702 0.0567 0.0577 1.0177 
<r 1.0000 0.9727 0,0681 0.0429 0.0370 0.8631 
a
2 ‘0•5000 -0.4856 0•0789 0•0755 0•0779 1•0323 
a 3 0.5000 0.5098 0.0854 0.0762 0.0849 1.1142 
p 0.6400 0.6344 0.0406 0.0417 0.0381 0.9132 
(23.89%) n 0.0000 -0.0026 0.0587 0.0578 0.0586 1.0130 
<r 1.0000 0.9881 0.0486 0.0436 0.0412 0.9459 
a 2 -0•5000 -0•4862 0•0784 0.0756 0.0777 1•0278 
a ; 0.5000 0.5059 0.0854 0.0759 0.0852 1.1227 
1 - 41 p 0.6400 0.6327 0.0385 0.0430 0.0394 0.9161 
(7.9%) fi 0.0000 -0.0026 0.0586 0.0595 0.0587 0.9858 
cr 1.0000 0.9877 0.0429 0.0496 0.0471 0.9491 
a -0.5000 -0.4862 0.0789 0.0756 0.0771 1.0203 
2 
a 0.5000 0.5066 0.0855 0.0760 0.0851 1.1196 3 
2.12 p 0.6400 0.6333 0.0385 0.0471 0.0464 0.9849 
(1.7%) fi 0.0000 0.0006 0.0584 0.0701 0.0701 0.9998 
cr 1.0000 0.9904 0.0460 0.0654 0.0674 1.0311 
a -0.5000 -0.4863 0.0792 0.0756 0.0777 1.0277 
2 
a 0.5000 0.5064 0.0855 0.0761 0.0852 1.1196 
3 . 
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Table 2(b) j j 
S i m U l a t i Q n r e S U l t S b a s e d o n
 symmetric dis t r ibut ion with four threshold. 
(Number of data = 50) 





 0.3960 0.4316 0.1420 0.1617 0.1383 0.8551 
(50%) fi 2； 0000 2.0217 0.2130 0.2601 0.2131 0.8194 
^
 1 < 4 1 4 2 1
•^086 0.2000 0.2704 0.2010 0.7433 
% -1.5000 -1.5379 0.2880 0.3188 0.2871 0.9007 
a 3 -0.5000 -0.5045 0.1954 0.1923 0.1964 1.0214 
% 0 .
5 0 0 0
 0.4907 0.1719 0.1904 0.1726 0.9064 
a
5 I .
5 0 0 0
 I *
5 5 9 5




 0.3960 0.4277 0.1444 0.1515 0.1416 0.9347 
(36.32%) fi 2.0000 2.0396 0.2103 0.2330 0.2077 0.8913 





5 0 0 0
 - 1 . 5 4 0 8 0 . 2 9 1 1 0 . 3178 0 . 2 8 9 8 0 . 9119 
a
3 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 8 9 0 . 1 9 9 7 0 . 1 9 2 5 0 . 2 0 0 6 1 .0422 
a
4 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 4 8 8 0 0 . 1 7 3 9 0 . 1 9 0 3 0 . 1 7 4 4 0 . 9166 
a
5 1 . 5000 1 . 5591 0 . 2 8 9 1 0 . 3077 0 . 2 8 4 5 0 . 9 2 4 7 
3
- ° P 0.3960 0.4221 0.1428 0.1464 0.1412 0.9644 
(23.89%) fi 2 . 0 0 0 0 2 . 0 4 4 2 0 . 1 8 8 5 0 . 2218 0 . 1842 0 . 8 3 0 4 
(r 1.4142 1.4239 0.1764 0.2010 0.1771 0.8813 
a
2 -1.5000 - 1 . 5 4 1 1 0.2901 0.3164 0.2887 0 . 9 1 2 4 
a 3 -0.5000 -0.5089 0.1998 0.1923 0.2007 1.0436 
a
4 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 4 8 8 3 0 . 1 7 4 3 0 . 1899 0 . 1 7 4 8 0 . 9 2 0 7 
% 1 . 5000 1 . 5577 0 . 2881 0 . 3086 0 . 2 8 3 8 0 . 9 1 9 7 
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Table 2(b) i i (con’t) 
(Number of data = 70) 





3 9 6 0 0
.
4 1
5 9 0 . 1 4 2 1 0 . 1 2 9 1 0 . 1079 0 . 8 3 5 7 
(50%) M 2 . 0 0 0 0 2 . 0 3 6 3 0 . 2 0 7 3 0 . 2 1 8 3 0 . 2 0 5 1 0 . 9 3 9 5 
cr 1 . 4 142 1 . 4127 0 . 1969 0 . 2 1 5 4 0 . 1979 0 . 9186 
a
2 4 . 5 0 0 0 - 1 . 5 5 3 0 0 . 2756 0 . 2 5 7 7 0 . 2720 1 . 0553 
a 3 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 - 0 . 4 9 9 9 0 . 1650 0 . 1602 0 . 1 6 5 9 1 .0356 
a
4 ° -
5 0 0 0
 ° - 5 0 6 8 0 . 1699 0 . 1602 0 . 1706 1 .0652 
a
5 i .




 P 0 . 3 9 6 0 0 . 4 1 4 1 0 . 1124 0 . 1 2 1 4 0 . 1 1 1 4 0 . 9179 
(36.32%) M 2 . 0 0 0 0 2 . 0 3 9 6 0 . 1 8 9 8 0 . 1 9 3 4 0 . 1 8 6 6 0 . 9648 
cr 1 . 4142 1 . 4149 0 . 1842 0 . 1 8 2 5 0 . 1852 1 .0146 
a
2 -1.5000 - 1 . 5 5 2 7 0.2735 0 . 2576 0.2697 1.0471 
a
3 - 0 . 5 0 0 0 - 0 . 5 0 2 2 0 . 1 6 5 4 0 . 1 6 0 3 0 . 1662 1 .0370 
a
4 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 4 0 0 . 1 7 0 5 0 . 1601 0 . 1 7 1 3 1 .0700 
a
5 1 . 5 000 1 . 5442 0 . 2 6 0 5 0 . 2526 0 . 2 6 2 7 1 .0401 
3
' ° P 0 . 3 9 6 0 0 . 4 0 8 4 0 . 1051 0 . 1 1 7 7 0 . 1050 0 . 8919 
(23.89%) ti 2 . 0 0 0 0 2 . 0 4 2 3 0 . 1847 0 . 1836 0 . 1 8 0 7 0 . 9842 
cr 1 . 4142 1 . 4189 0 . 1699 0 . 1609 0 . 1712 1 .0642 
a
2 - 1 . 5 0 0 0 - 1 . 5 5 3 5 0 . 2 7 3 5 0 . 2571 0 . 2 6 9 7 1 .0489 
a
3 一0.5000 - 0 . 5 0 2 0 0 . 1658 0 . 1602 0 . 1 6 6 7 1 .0405 
\ 0 - 5000 0 . 5 0 4 8 0 . 1709 0 . 1601 0 . 1716 1 .0720 
% 1 . 5000 1 . 5427 0 . 2639 0 . 2 5 0 7 0 . 2 6 1 7 1 .0440 
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Table 2(b) i i (con,t) 
(Number of data = 100) 
Censoring pt True value Mean RMS sTeT S.D. Ratio 
2
- ° P 0.3960 0.4186 0.0979 0.1055 0.0957 0.9070 
(50%) ii 2,0000 2.0224 0.1816 0.1780 0.1811、 1.0174 
<r 1.4142 1.4014 0.1533 0.1723 0.1536 0.8916 
a 2 -1.5000 -1.5259 0.2143 0.2066 0.2138 1.0349 
« 3 -0.5000 -0.4971 0.1431 0.1329 0.1438 1.0817 
a 4 0.5000 0.4978 0.1397 0.1329 0.1404 1.0561 
a 1.5000 1.5285 0.2048 0.2035 0.2039 1.0020 
D 
2.5 p 0.3960 0.4189 0.0979 0.0995 0.0956 0.9615 
(36.32%) n 2.0000 2.0300 0.1598 0.1593 0.1577 0.9901 
<r 1.4142 1.4121 0.1307 0.1483 0.1313 0.8856 
a -1.5000 -1.5243 0.2119 0.2062 0.2115 1.0259 
2 
a -0.5000 -0.4973 0.1432 0.1331 0.1439 1.0814 
W 
a^ 0.5000 0.4971 0.1399 0.1328 0.1405 1.0583 
4 
a 1.5000 1.5298 0.2062 0.2045 0.2051 1.0030 
5 
3.0 p 0.3960 0.4134 0.0951 0.0964 0.0940 0.9749 
(23.89%) [i 2.0000 2.0297 0.1469 0.1512 0.1445 0.9558 
<r 1.4142 1.4129 0.1238 0.1308 0.1244 0.9514 
a -1.5000 -1.5246 0.2120 0.2058 0.2116 1.0284 
2 
a -0.5000 -0.4974 0.1430 0.1331 0.1437 1.0795 
3 
a 0.5000 0.4972 0.1398 0.1328 0.1405 1.0577 
4 
a g 1.5000 1.5293 0.2059 0.2044 0.2048 1.0022 
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Table 2(b) i i (con,t) 
(Number of data = 300) 
Censoring pt True value Mean RMS s7e7 S.D. Ratio 
2.0 p 0.3960 0.4115 0.0592 0.0585 0.0574 0.9816 
(50%) n 2.0000 2.0114 0.1026 0.1104 0.1127 1.0204 
<r 1.4142 1.4003 0.0919 0.0927 0.0913 0.9849 
〜 -1 .5000 -1.5136 0.1140 0.1139 0.1138 0.9993 
a 3 -0.5000 -0.5059 0.0786 0.0761 0.0787 1.0350 
a 4 0.5000 0.4897 0.0755 0.0750 0.0743 0.9908 
a 5 1.5000 1.5066 0.1025 0.1127 0.1028 0.9121 
2.5 p 0.3960 0.4114 0.0534 0.0555 0.0514 0.9248 
(36.32%) n 2.0000 2.0208 0.0958 0.0903 0.0939 1.0405 
<r 1.4142 1.4161 0.0731 0.0807 0.0734 0.9091 
a 2 -1.5000 -1.5134 0.1134 0.1138 0.1132 0.9943 
a 3 -0.5000 -0.5059 0.0786 0.0761 0.0788 1.0351 
aA 0.5000 0.4896 0.0755 0.0758 0.0752 0.9915 
a g 1.5000 1.5064 0.1023 0.1128 0.1025 0.9091 
3.0 p 0.3960 0.4085 0.0506 0.0540 0.0493 0.9139 
(23.89%) fi 2.0000 2.0212 0.0902 0.0856 0.0881 1.0288 
cr 1.4142 1.4114 0.0700 0.0720 0.0703 0.9764 
a -1.5000 -1.5133 0.1132 0.1137 0.1129 0.9930 
2 
a -0.5000 -0.5058 0.0787 0.0761 0.0788 1.0363 
3 
a 0.5000 0.4898 0.0751 0.0758 0.0747 0.9859 
4 
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